
Response to  Comments on Proposals at HWG on 16th November 2009 
Related to Data Processing  

 
 
Currently NIE do not send Usage Factors at MPRN level on market messages. They 
are only included at register level. 
Under the enduring solution following harmonisation, usage factors will be 
provided at MPRN/timeslot level but not at register level. 
 
Can you clarify that the proposal is to retain Estimated Usage Factor (EAC) at register 
level on a 320 and possibly rename it as Estimated Consumption. 
Essentially yes, this will be an estimated consumption for the year and NIE is likely 
to calculate it in the same manner as an EAC.     
 
Can you clarify for which messages it is proposed to drop EUF (EAC) and 
Annualised Actual Consumption at register level – is this 300, 300S, 300W, 306, 307 
and 332? 
AAC will be dropped at register level from all messages.    EAC will be dropped at 
register level from all messages, but will be replaced by estimated consumption on 
message 320 only. 
 
Are NIE are proposing to use previous history, from the same period in the previous 
year if available, for the specific site for their estimation for CoS and normal meter 
reads. 
Broadly yes for switched profiles, but for non-switched profiles it is proposed 
subject to agreement that previous period rather than previous year will be used. 
 
Can you confirm that EAC and Load Profile will not be used for estimation i.e. 
previous history is used for the specific site and this is for CoS and normal meter 
reads; 
A default class average estimate of annual consumption is used when previous 
history is not available or sufficient.  Otherwise EAC is not generally used for 
estimation.     The profile is used in the weighting algorithms used in estimation – 
so if the historic advance was 1000kWh and the profiled weight of the historic 
advance period was 0.25 and the profiled weight of the current advance period was 
0.375 then the estimate for the current period would be 1500kWh.   NIE and ESB 
derive the defaults in a slightly different manner.    This process applies to all 
estimates with the exception of interpolated estimates which do not use EAC and 
use profiles in a slightly different manner. 
 
Can you confirm that NIE/ESB estimation related to Data Aggregation and Settlement 
is, and will continue to be, based on EAC and Load profile. 
Yes, estimation related to Data Aggregation and Settlement is, and will continue to 
be, based on EAC and Load profile 
 
If a new meter is installed then the 332 would need to have EUF (EAC) information at 
register level to allow initial estimates until actual readings have been received. 
EUF are held by timeslot.   NIE would apply default EUF values for new metering 
and the per register allocation can be derived by dividing the EUF for each timeslot 
by the number of installed registers having that timeslot.   Normally it would be one 



register, sometimes it could be more than one although more than one is not a 
future NIE intention.    EUF will therefore not be provided at register level. 
 
In the event that SToD meters were to remain in the Enduring Solution – how will this 
affect Load Profile codes and Usage Factors? 
The market design of the enduring solution does not currently provide for SToD 
metering so it is not possible to give a complete answer.   However, additional load 
profiles will probably need to be purchased by NIE and implemented into the 
system.    Usage factors would be calculated for consumption registers on SToD 
meters in the same manner as they would for any other type of meter. 
 
 


